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Abstract:

The aim of this research is to detect the problems that immigrant students experience during adaptation process; to demonstrate efforts made in the adaptation process to school and society and to provide a definition for immigrant-friendly school while also listing the qualities of this school. To achieve that objective, qualitative research method was adopted and via administering phenomenological approach, participants’ views were analyzed in-depth. Semi-structured interview questions designed by researchers themselves were used as data collection tool. Population was determined through purposeful sampling method. The group consists of 8 immigrant students studying in high school grade during 2020-2021 academic year in Beykoz district of Istanbul city; 5 principals from high schools where immigrant students study and similarly 5 high school teachers having taught in immigrant students’ lessons. Descriptive analysis method was administered to obtained data. Attained findings were examined within the framework of the theory of organizational socialization and interpreted by conducting immigrant-friendly city and immigrant-friendly hospital analogies. According to these findings during adaptation process immigrant students were exposed to academic, social, cultural and domestic(family-related) problems, and that immigrant-friendly schools put efforts in academic, social, cultural and parental support categories by harnessing varied organizational socialization tactics. Accordingly, immigrant-friendly school concept has been defined as; “an academic institution which-by making efforts needed- in academic, social, cultural support and parental support categories, expediting immigrant students’ and their parents’ adaptation to school and society”. According to findings, qualities of an immigrant-friendly school are; enabling social participation, cultural interaction, facilitating access, financial assistance, family participation; offering academic support, psychological support; welcoming immigrant students and equality.
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An Immigrant-Friendly School According to the Views of Students, Teachers and Principals
another are defined as immigrant (Turkish Language Society, 2020). Being forced to leave their homeland in pursuit of a better life, job and education opportunities, life security, due to famine, civil war and many other personal, societal, political, geographical, climatic and economic reasons, immigrants still face novel problems and challenges while leaving behind original problems. Fear of losing their job, viewing immigrants as potential criminals, reluctance to share national resources (Miller, 2020), concerns that life would be tougher, emotional and psychological feelings, xenophobic behaviors personally or politically among the members of host country (Betz & Simpson, 2013) negatively affect the viewpoint of natives towards immigrants. In parallel with this viewpoint, immigrants experience discrimination, ostracization, physical, emotional, psychological and social violence; lack of access to vital services such as education, healthcare and security; financial troubles and housing problems in their newly-arrived society (Enoksen, 2019).

Negative attitude and behaviors exposed to immigrants are not limited with social life and adults only; but extend towards academic settings as well (Stevens, Boer, Titzmann, Cosma & Walsh, 2020). Among the most pervasive problems at schools is negative reactions of parents in host country. Farre, Ortega and Tanaka (2018) claim that due to increased student population and student number per teacher, parents in host country avoid choosing schools with dense immigrant-student populating but rather favor private schools and they fear that quality of education would degrade in classrooms and schools in homeland. Jensen (2015) attributes these fears to; limited language skill and poor academic background of immigrant students, being have to share already-limited school resources, adverse behavioral and academic effects that grow among the students of the host country.

One of the most pervasive problems that immigrant students face at schools is discrimination. Discrimination, which initially takes place by segregating immigrant students in a different school or classroom (Yan, Wu, Liu & Jiang, 2020), is exposed to immigrant students either by their peers in host state or even by teachers in certain instances (McCorkle, 2018). Other problems that immigrant students face at schools are; peer bullying, xenophobia, physical, social, emotional, psychological violence, language problem, cultural differences, fear and withdrawal (Omelchenko, 2019).

Such negative attitudes and behaviors faced at schools by immigrant students impede and even prevent adaptation to school and society; result in academic failure and trigger psychological and emotional problems. In here, it is detected that schools develop a number of solutions to stop problems faced by immigrant students and speed up their adaptation to school and society. For instance; partnering with various establishments (Koch, Gin & Knutson, 2015), raising cultural awareness of school members (Schiff, 2008), conducting practices to integrate immigrant parents to education process (Albornoz, Cabrales and Hauk, 2018), accentuating the efforts to boost language learning (Bossavie, 2018), backing up immigrant students’ academic background via
supplementary works (Crosnoe & Turley, 2011) are some of these efforts. Solutions administered in schools expedite immigrant students’ adaptation to both school and society while also bolster their academic performance (Raol, 2020). In that case immigrant students’ and parents’ adaptation to school and society and minimizing potential negations will be proportional to the solutions applied by schools.

Immigrant-friendly School

In order to continue their life in a new community, immigrants take part in this new life by working in a job, shopping and benefiting from healthcare, education, transportation services etc.; therefore become a member of society. Within that context, building immigrant-friendly school model points at the necessity to form an immigrant-friendly society at first. Accordingly, the approach towards an immigrant-friendly school model will be branched from general to specific; from an immigrant-friendly society, immigrant-friendly city, immigrant-friendly organization to an immigrant-friendly school (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Immigrant-Friendly School From General To Specific](image)

According to Figure 1, in order for an immigrant-friendly school to exist, in recognition of the problems faced by immigrants, it is essential to build a social structure that is named as immigrant-friendly society which is humanistic towards immigrants, which does not turn a blind eye on them and which adopts a philosophy of tolerance. An immigrant-friendly society provides equal rights with citizens of host state to immigrants in all dimensions of life, offers the same means and opportunities like the citizens of host state to immigrants, ensures safety of immigrants, develops immigrant-friendly practices and policies, enhance native citizens’ educational and cultural level and as a result of these efforts, not many problems are witnessed in their acceptance by native society (Nukpezah, 2017). Besides, in such societies, religious and humanistic values are foregrounded to facilitate acceptance process of immigrants within the members of community (McDaniel, Nooriddin & Shortle, 2011).

On the other hand as immigrant-friendly cities are examined it is witnessed that these places are valued as a safe haven by immigrants and these cities unconditionally welcome immigrants and are much experienced in adapting newcomers to urban life. According to Shepard (2016) qualities which help us define immigrant-friendly cities are such: Administrative leadership, Equal access, Civil participation, Affiliated organizations, Education, Economic development, Security.
Such qualities steer generic policies of the city towards immigrants and allow the policies to be shaped as immigrant-friendly or anti-immigrant policies. Via immigrant-friendly policies immigrants are endowed with physical, emotional, social, and financial security; and they can also possess rights of equal access like the citizens of host state (Mitnik, Finnerty & Vidal, 2008). Hostile policies on the other hand are the kind of policies that demotivate immigrants to live in the city and trigger locals to engage in violent acts towards immigrants and lead them to treat newcomers as potential criminals who would eventually increase crime ratios in their city (Hummel, 2015; Mitnik et al., 2008).

As we delve into the concept of immigrant-friendly organizations it is detected that researches foreground the kind of practices applied in hospitals. For instance; within the context of research conducted by Hudelson, Dao, Perneger and Paillard (2014) to build the culture of immigrant-friendly hospitals, practices listed below were conducted in selected hospitals as the sampling:

- Assigning a reference nurse to provide information and support for hospital staff about the care of immigrant patients,
- Rapid detection of patients in need of translator and meeting this need,
- In cases when face-to-face access to translators is infeasible due to time and program restrictions, providing call on translation service,
- Staff orientation days and demonstrating the nature of immigrant-friendly services to hospital staff,
- Preparing and distributing informative brochures to spread healthcare awareness, acceptance and adoption among all staff,
- To instill healthcare awareness among all staff, organizing musical entertainments, dinner parties, panels against anti-immigrant policies and racism in the hospital open to public; brochure distribution, video demos on local TV channels and websites; film demonstration to all staff and holding various cultural events.

In another research it was reported that in order to develop an immigrant-friendly approach in healthcare system and raise the awareness of healthcare staff, it is suggested to form several partnerships between healthcare employees and candidates in host country and healthcare establishments in the homelands of immigrants (Hickey, Gagnon & Merry, 2010). Via such partnerships required information on the past experiences and healthcare background of immigrants could be gathered; hence immigrants could be better understood and a more functional communication could thus be established.
Another research related to creating a hospital endowed with immigrant-friendly qualities was conducted by Jaeger, Kiss, Hossain and Zimmerman (2013). Findings of this research are deemed valuable for the immigrant-friendly school model; immigrant children have concerns and fears about the safety, immigrant children experience great cultural dilemma, various events is organized in order to ease immigrant children’s adaptation, thus, immigrant children feels themselves more comfortable and safe, immigrant families ask to understand and be understood, employing a translator played quite a vital role in communicating with the immigrants without losing information.

Although immigrant-friendly organization practices are yet limited with hospitals, one other domain that needs such practices most is academic settings. Upon realizing the significance of education which was, for many long years, manipulated as a tool to assimilate immigrants or train unqualified laborer (Oktik & Değer, 2013), in securing social order and immigrants’ adaptation to society researches on education gained impetus. Through such studies it is detected that the first and foremost solution for helping immigrant students’ and parents’ adaptation to school and society could be offered by schools.

In here, immigrant-friendly schools that would be established on the basis of the theory of organizational socialization draw attention. Organizational socialization is a process in which various actions are performed to help the new member of organization be acquainted with the organization, adapt to the system and integrate to the organizational culture and in this process, both the organization and newcomer offer contribution (Malik & Manroop, 2017). In this process the first stage is presocialization which is formed through the expectations of individual, meeting which indicates eagerness of the individual and organization in the adaptation to organization, change and gain stage which takes place if the process ends successfully and disassociation stage if it fails (Calik, 2003). A successfully socialized person is eager to stay in the organization and achieve high performance but if the socialization process ends in failure, the person encounters with negative physical, emotional, social, and psychological results and disassociates from the organization. In socialization process efforts that organizations make to swift new member’s adaptation are executed via using certain tactics which can briefly be summarized such (Van Maanen & Schein, 1979):

- **Collective-Personal;** Socialization process that takes place as a group or in person.

- **Formal-Informal;** Socialization process that takes place formally and planned or via informal methods.

- **Consecutive-Random;** Socialization process that takes place either in a consecutive or random order until the target is attained.

- **Stabile-Unstable;** Binding (or not )socialization process to a preset timetable.
Organizational socialization process which indicates change, acculturation, transformation in feelings, thoughts, behaviors and attitudes which are necessary in organizational adaptation is impacted by a list of factors (Araza, Aslan & Bulut, 2013). Bauer and Erdogan (2011) grouped these factors below three headings such as; personal traits, personal efforts and organizational efforts and explained them such; personal traits; assertiveness, interest in discovering the environment, rules and culture; personal efforts; willingness to learn what is expected from the person, asking questions and forming communication; organizational efforts; holding events and orientation programs to expedite socialization and applying organizational tactics during that process.

Immigrant-Friendly School Model which theoretically originates from organizational socialization approach accepts immigrant student as the individual and school as the organization. In that case; to help immigrant student manage socialization process brilliantly, problems experienced during the process, students’ traits, students’ efforts and school’s efforts play a salient role. An immigrant student enters adaptation process under the effect of several factors and a number of problems and provided that efforts from both parties are sufficient, the process is then completed successfully. To that end, socialization process experienced in an immigrant-friendly school which observes theory of organizational socialization is as shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2. Socialization Process in Immigrant-friendly School within the Framework of Organizational Socialization Theory.**

![Socialization Process Diagram](image)

**Resource:** Adapted from Bauer & Erdogan (2011), Calik (2003), Malik & Manroop (2017).

In an immigrant-friendly school socialization process taking place within the framework of the theory of organizational socialization comprises of four stages which
are; presocialization, meeting, adaptation, change and gain. Presocialization process relates to problems that an immigrant student copes with before starting school, expectations from school and school’s expectations from immigrant students. Meeting process means that immigrant student can access school and refers to immigrant student’s traits, school’s qualities, emerging problems. During adaptation process it is possible to encounter new problems but school’s and immigrant student’s efforts are the anchor points. Change and gain, on the other hand, relates to the last stage in which socialization is completed successfully and problems are solved.

In an immigrant-friendly school, key point of socialization is immigrant student’s efforts and school’s efforts. Immigrant student’s efforts can be defined as eagerness to form communication and partake in events and responding to school’s efforts. School’s efforts relate to events and activities that could minimize process related conflicts, offer problems to problems and expedite adaptation. At this point it is clear that school’s efforts play a more vital role than student traits and student efforts since it offers solutions to problems. Hence, it is suggested to emphasize the efforts of model-school mentioned in researches.

Because of the new environment and new peers, contacting with a different language and culture, anxiety due to not being mature and a broken family environment at times; immigrant students are deeply in need of social, emotional and academic support. Schools which can offer these supports should firstly give a welcoming impression for immigrant students to help them feel safe in school environment. To create this environment Cardoza (2019) stated that hanging flags of different countries in corridors, posting informative texts written in native language in different places at school, enriching the library with publications written in native language, visiting immigrant students’ homes are seemingly small but quite effective gestures in reality. Such efforts play a vital role in students’ adaptation to society and school considering the hardships these students faced in their road to migration, assaults they faced, having lost some of their family members, being stranger in the country, culture and classroom, being the breadwinner in certain cases, being forced to work rather than attend school.

On the other hand these experiences also boost immigrant students’ relentlessness, courage, persistence and problem-solving skills and increase their self-confidence. By implementing friendly practices, host school will expedite adaptation process and by revealing students’ skills, experiences and cultural differences the school will gain more power (Lander, 2018). That being said, immigrant-friendly school practices will not only contribute to students’ adaptation to school and society but will also allow the school and society to benefit from students’ strengths.

With the practices immigrant-friendly schools conduct, they will offer psychosocial support to immigrant students and by actively conducting peer counseling, school will create a sense of safe environment and shorten integration process (European
Commission, 2020; Konings, 2017). Another quality of immigrant-friendly schools in making the environment secure and create a sense of safe school is detecting students’ private information, parental information and accommodation information by observing confidentiality (Koski, 2019). Thus, parents will be more eager to cooperate in sharing students’ former experiences and feel at ease while sending their kids to school.

Leaving their home, family, friends, relatives and school behind after migration; students, in their new settlement, cope with language problem, ostracization, lack of family support and financial troubles. Solis (2016) reports that in order to solve problems, ensure adaptation and increase academic success schools should multiply finance resources, offer linguistic and academic support, employ immigrant teachers and conduct studies in boosting tolerance towards cultural differences, therefore make immigrant students feel valued. However discriminating immigrant students by the system or teachers prevents their healthy development and integration to society. Within that context, another practice expected from an immigrant-friendly school is to conduct trainings that focus on honing teachers’ skills to work with immigrant students (Eren, 2019; OECD, 2015).

In their research reporting that schools hosting immigrant students are aware of the efforts they should make, Manzoni and Rolfe (2019) emphasized efforts made in Britain schools in order to solve immigrant students’ problems and expedite adaptation to school and society as below;

- Employing immigrant origin teacher or assistants at schools; These teachers knowing culture and language first-hand build a functional bridge between school and parents and be the source of knowledge and advice.
- Assigning a delegate parent; Parents assigned by school convey school’s expectations and education system of the country to immigrant families and by finding immigrant families in need, they organize relevant works.
- Multilingual presentation of materials and employing translator; Materials that promote the school and society are printed in different languages and if needed, a translator is employed. In parent meetings and face-to-face interviews, translators play a role in raising immigrant families’ interest to school.
- Inclusion of immigrant parents to school life; events that cause no language barrier are held; In all cases communication and interaction is formed with immigrants, workshops, language courses, breakfast programs, fun events and various organizations are conducted.
- Collecting data about immigrant family and student; Understanding the value of collecting data on students’ academic background and home conditions, schools gather information on students and organize activities in light of gathered data. In the adaptation of newcomer students and families, immigrant
families and students with the same background are included to the process, hence immigrant student and family can regard school as a safe environment.

✓ Organizing extracurricular activities; Almost all schools organize extracurricular activities and events to offer social and academic support for immigrant students and build cooperation with public establishments and state foundations.

Another practice that would be exemplary of immigrant-friendly school model is practicing Sanctuary School Label and reward system. Sanctuary school means an embracing place for the student and families where immigrant students feel themselves safe and receive full acceptance (Education Authority, 2020). These schools train all of their shareholders about human rights, create a safe setting for immigrant students, promote cultural diversity, allow the immigrants’ integration to society and raise empathy and intercultural awareness. By conducting related studies schools apply to a defined authority center and be awarded after evaluations (Schools of Sanctuary, 2020).

After all, it is known that immigrant students face language and culture friction, discrimination, verbal, emotional, physical and psychological pressure, financial lacks and adaptation problems at school. In this respect, the research draws attention to the problems experienced by immigrant students and parents, on the one hand, and on the other hand, the definition of immigrant-friendly school offers examples that can be applied in immigrant-friendly schools. Although there are some studies related to problems faced by immigrant students and solving adaptation problem, there has not yet been a study that presents immigrant-friendly school model within the framework of organizational socialization; thus this research is significant as it detects problems faced in socialization process, identifies efforts of immigrant student and immigrant-friendly school and demonstrates immigrant-friendly school model. In addition, this research is also deemed valuable as it examines the views of immigrant students, course teachers of immigrant students and principals of schools hosting immigrant students. It is expected that by the findings it showed this research would offer direct contribution to literature, school principals, teachers and indirect contribution to policy-makers by presenting a model of immigrant-friendly school. It is thought that this research will be a guide especially for school administrators, teachers and parents who experience immigrant student density and will contribute to minimizing the adaptation problems of immigrant students. Accordingly, within the framework of the theory of organizational socialization, objectives of this research are:

a) Spotting the problems faced by immigrant students in socialization process,

b) Spotting immigrant students’ and schools’ efforts made in socialization process,

c) By defining immigrant-friendly school, exhibiting its qualities so as to present an immigrant-friendly school model.
Methodology

Research Model

The aim of this research is to detect problems that immigrant students experience during adaptation process, demonstrate efforts made in the adaptation process to school and society in order to provide a definition for immigrant-friendly school and identify the qualities of this school. To achieve that objective, qualitative research method was adopted and via administering phenomenological approach, participants’ views were analyzed in-depth. Qualitative researches are geared at exploring and explaining the meaning people attribute to a social or human problem (Creswell, 1998). In phenomenology pattern a state, experience, event, perception or concept can be phenomena and an emerging state, experience and event is interpreted via participants’ views (Groenewald, 2004). In phenomenological researches, the aim is to unveil examples, explanations and experiences that can allow us to collect detailed information on a phenomenon about which we are aware of but lack a deeper understanding (Yıldırım & Simsek, 2013).

Population and Sampling

Population of the research was selected via purposeful sampling method. Unlike selecting a random sampling, in purposeful sampling method, it is aimed to conduct an in-depth research by selecting situations and individuals that offer extensive data (Buyukozturk et al., 2018). Based on this fact, population consists of 8 immigrant students studying in a high school in Anatolian part of İstanbul, Beykoz district during 2020-2021 academic year and 5 principals and 5 teachers employed in that school. Sanders (1982) claims that in a phenomenological research lower limit of participants is 3, Yıldırım and Simsek (2016) reports that upper limit of participants is 10. In that case number of participants in this study is appropriate. Demographic information on participant students is as tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Information on Participant Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nickname</th>
<th>Home country</th>
<th>Grade level</th>
<th>Educational background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Not including current grade/number of years
The research involved 8 students from 7 different nationalities and students’ nicknames were coded as S1, S2. Although many of the students were tenth graders, it is detected that they have been in Turkish Education system for minimum 1, maximum 9 years. Demographic information on the interviewed teachers and school principals can be seen in Table 2.

**Table 2.** Data on Participant Teachers and School principals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nickname</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Employment length with Immigrant Students*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Year

In this study participant teachers are coded as T, school principals as P. 5 of the participant teachers are female, 5 school principals (all) are male and this is not a reflection of researcher’s choice. That could be explained such; female gender teachers are the ones mostly in close contact with immigrant students or female teachers tend to be more eager to be a part of this research that focuses on immigrant students. The fact that all school principals in the research are male gender is that in proportion, men constitute nearly one hundred percent of all high school principals. It is seen that teachers have no long-term experience in teaching immigrant students and that school principals have longer time of work experience with immigrant students.

**Data Collection**

One of the qualitative research methods, interview technique and semi-structured interview form, was administered in the research. Semi-structured interview is an interview method that progresses in line with preset questions, avoids guiding the participant in line with responses, offering more flexibility for the participant than structured interview in terms of topic and responses and this method aims to attain in-depth information (Buyukozturk et al., 2018).
During the preparation of the interview questions, first of all, a literature review was conducted on the research topic. Then, the questions to be used in the semi-structured interview were formed by consulting the opinions of two academicians who are experts in their fields. Before the interview participants were informed that the interview would last 45-60 minutes; their identity information would not be disclosed and obtained results would solely be used to serve the aims of this scientific research. Interviews were conducted and recorded by using tools for digital-communication technology.

Data Analysis

In the analysis of collected data descriptive analysis method was employed and in this method the aim is to organize, interpret obtained findings and come to a solution (Yıldırım & Simsek, 2013). Recorded interviews were then transferred to Word processor with every detail recorded. Hence data were analyzed on Word processor. By employing straight-line coding method obtained data were analyzed one by one and solved by dividing below subthemes of; problems faced by immigrant students in adaptation process, immigrant students’ efforts, immigrant-friendly school’s efforts. During data analysis responses of participants for the same question were examined collectively and as obtained findings at the end of the analysis were transferred, participants’ views were coded with nicknames: “S1, S2..,T1, T2.., P1, P2..”.

Credibility, transferability, consistency and confirmability criteria are considered important to ensure the validity and reliability of qualitative research (Guba & Lincoln, 1982). At the point of the credibility of the research; A semi-structured interview form was used as a data collection tool, the data obtained were evaluated by descriptive content analysis method, the analysis results were evaluated by experts, and the data obtained from the participants were compared with the data obtained by the literature review method. At the point of the transferability of the research, detailed information was given about all the stages of the research. At the point of the consistency of the research; The processes followed in the research were explained in detail, and the data obtained from the participant was also supported by the information obtained through the literature review method. In this way, comprehensive data on the subject have been obtained, and similar and different aspects of these data have been revealed. At the point of confirmability of the research, the data obtained in the research were presented clearly and the views of the participant were conveyed as they were.

Findings

At the end of the descriptive analysis on the obtained data from student, teacher and school principal views, findings were grouped below 1 theme and 3 subthemes. In the end, obtained subthemes from the analysis are as demonstrated in Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3 findings were grouped under three subthemes; problems faced by immigrant students in adaptation process, immigrant-friendly school’s efforts and immigrant students’ efforts after the descriptive analysis of data below immigrant-friendly school main theme. These subthemes which are based on the theory of organizational socialization were designed after the analysis of the views of immigrant students, school teachers and school principals and explained with their codes as can be seen below.

**Subtheme 1: Problems Faced By Immigrant Students In Adaptation Process**

Participants were asked; “What are the problems faced in adaptation process?” Codes that were created after analyzing obtained responses are as listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Problems faced by Immigrant Students in Adaptation process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtheme</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Academic**                  |                           | • Language problem  
                                   • Academic Failure  
                                   • Having no Access to Education |
| **Cultural**                  |                           | • Differences between School Rules  
                                   • Differences between Society Rules |
| **Social**                    |                           | • Self-expression  
                                   • Lack of trust to the Environment  
                                   • Making Friends  
                                   • Peer-Inflicted Discrimination  
                                   • Teachers and School Staff-Inflicted Discrimination  
                                   • Society-Inflicted Discrimination  
                                   • Worry, Fear and Withdrawal  
                                   • Physical, Social, Emotional, Psychological Intervention and Oppression |
| **Domestic (family)**         |                           | • Financial Problems  
                                   • Many Numbers of Siblings  
                                   • Housing Problem  
                                   • Loss of a Parent  
                                   • Obligation to Work  
                                   • Parents’ language problem |

Obtained responses to the questions directed at participants so as to determine problems faced by immigrant students in adaptation process were coded and these codes were listed below four categories such as academic problems, cultural adaptation, social relations, domestic problems.

In adaptation process immigrant students listed language problem, academic failure and having no access to education and narrated the academic problems they faced. Participants’ views in this category are such;

In my homeland I was very successful and I was even the best student at school but since I started this school here, I have faced academic failure for the first time in my life because of language problem...(S7).

For me, the biggest challenge was not knowing the language and not making friends...(S2).

These students experience many challenges but as we take a closer look at the problems, we realize that language is the main problem. Students are not able to converse or understand their surrounding, or socialize before learning the language and they fail to focus on lessons...(P3).
With immigrant students having been here for long years there is not a language problem but with students who are still in adaptation process in their very first year it may be impossible to form communication at times...(T3).

At the end of data analysis it was detected that immigrant students underwent cultural adaptation problems that stemmed from the difference in school and society rules, values and beliefs. Participants’ views in this category are such:

When I started school because of differences in school rules and my family life, I felt much confused...(S8).

In adaptation process immigrant students waver between their own culture, what they’ve learnt from their parents and our own culture. Quick reactions, hygiene habits, behavioral norms in society etc… (T3).

I can say that I had trouble in adopting school rules. In my homeland, we did not have to attend all lessons, we could skip some lessons if we wanted, we could go home early and also, lesson hours in our school were not the same as here...(S7).

In our culture jewelry has a special and unique place but here when I put on jewelry it was seen as breaking the rules...(S5).

Problems most widely experienced by immigrant students in adaptation process were “coded” below social problems category which came the first. That could be attributed to the fact that immigrant students want to interact with their surrounding, take part in peer groups and feel valued as an individual. These problems were seemingly attributed to the language problem faced by immigrant students and attitudes of peers in host state and school staff in host country towards immigrant students. In this category, participants’ views are as reported below;

Until they learn to speak the language and complete adaptation process students choose to spend time alone, of course discrimination exposed by the peers, despise and similar behaviors are also responsible in making them feel that way…(P5).

No matter how well I knew Turkish language and could express myself clearly in that language, it was still quite worrying to settle in a totally strange country and strange school where I didn’t know anyone at all and getting used to the environment, friends took quite a long time indeed(S1).

During the first days of school, everyone in class turned to me and laughed. Because of language problem I couldn’t understand what was said. I felt terribly sorry and hoped to quit school as soon as possible. And if there was a planned event and no one else was willing to do it only after then would they ask me to do it...(S8).
Many times I feel like invisible in class since they treat me like that, I think they don’t want to include me in their group...(S7).

Shoulder punch, side-eyeing and mocking my eye form. I thought they wanted to make me feared and crash...(S5).

Because of different reasons some colleagues may be prejudiced and discriminatory towards immigrant students...(T1).

Crowded family, loss of a parent and obligation to work stand before us as domestic problems of immigrant students and it was detected that to cope with such problems immigrant students were forced to choose work rather than school to maintain family. Within that context participants’ views are such;

Language was not the one and only problem of immigrant students. They had family problems as well. Some families don’t want to send kids to school while other families exert violence and some others go through money issues...(T1).

One of my immigrant classmates had to go to work rather than school since he had no father and he was the sole breadwinner at home...(S4).

Since I have no mother I am in charge of my family members, my siblings’ care and house chores, it was so hard for me to get dad’s approval so that I could continue education...(S7).

Because of living in a foreign land and exposure to natives’ discrimination these families believe that they will be treated the same at school too...(T3).

Subtheme 2: Immigrant-Friendly School’s Efforts

Participants were asked; “In the face of problems related to adaptation process what are the efforts made by your school?”. At the end of an analysis on obtained responses, designed codes are as displayed in Table 4.
Table 4. Immigrant-Friendly School’s Efforts During Adaptation Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtheme</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academic Support</td>
<td>• Voluntary teacher support in extracurricular time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Language course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Inclusion of immigrant students in projects that require taking responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural Support</td>
<td>• Informative texts printed in native language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Communication via translator teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Promoting the region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Briefing on school rules and host society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Support</td>
<td>• Weekly meeting and inclusion events, Peer support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Value” based education for host students Psychological support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Events to raise awareness on the presence of other immigrant students at school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Sports events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Inclusive -education trainings for teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parental Support</td>
<td>• Financial Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Psychological Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Language course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Cooperation with state establishments and NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Delegate parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• House visits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to socialization theory, adaptation problems are quite natural and in overcoming such problems corporate efforts play a vital role. To that end, obtained responses to the questions asked to participants in order to detect school’s efforts in solving the problems faced by immigrant students in adaptation process were coded and these codes were listed below four categories such as; academic support, cultural support, social support, parental support.

In the face of academic problems faced by immigrant students it was seen that schools implemented solutions such as language course, voluntary teacher support and assigning academic responsibility to immigrant students. Participants’ views below academic support category which is detected to have direct contribution to elevate immigrant students’ academic success are as below listed;
Outside of class hours, we offer language courses for immigrant students because a student who improves language starts to be more successful in other domains...(P3).

Because I am not very good at language yet, there are some topics I cannot understand in lessons. At break time my teachers assisted me by explaining them to me again... (S3).

I assigned these students to promote their own country in a national project and they were very successful. Immigrant students felt more confident in academic topics, our own students’ attitude towards them changed and they started to respect and treat them in courtesy. I could never imagine that would be so helpful...(P2).

It was detected that by preparing texts written in immigrant students’ native language, schools practiced cultural support by presenting school rules, region, host society and employing immigrant teacher or translator teacher. These efforts played a vital role in facilitating immigrant students’ cultural adaptation and forming healthy communication with students and it was also witnessed that presence of a teacher speaking their native language made immigrant students feel most comfortable. In that sense, reported views of participants are such;

Until the time students learnt Turkish, we communicated with them through teachers who could speak students’ native language. We introduced our school to them and paid publicity visits to school region and district...(P3).

We organized events and projects that allowed immigrant students to learn other cultures aside from ours. Instead of promoting our own culture only, exchanging information about other cultures speed up their adaptation to others... (P2).

On school walls there were notifications, rules, directives on certain parts of the school and they were written in my own language. Also as I was enrolling in school, they gave me informative texts in my native language... (S6).

In certain times, school bell is played in their mother tongue. We should let them feel that we are aware of their presence and we appreciate their participation...(T5).

In order to offer solutions to social problems category which represents the group in which immigrant students have greater problems in adaptation process, it was detected that schools organized; meeting events, gaining peer support, value-based trainings for host students, inclusive-education trainings for teachers, sports activities, psychological support and activities to achieve interaction with immigrant students. It is seen that schools’ efforts mostly focus on social support. That could be related to the idea that by preventing exposure of immigrant students to discrimination, ost-
racization, physical, social, emotional, psychological interventions only then helping them to complete their adaptation process as quickly and successfully as can be viable. Participants’ views from this category named as social support are such;

On specific days every week, they organized chat room events after school. Immigrant students were invited and other students could also participate if they wanted. Thanks to these rooms, our affection for classmates as well as teachers and also school has climbed…(S6).

In school football tournament they included me to the team. Soon after I became a forward player in class…(S4).

Depending on the season and conditions we hold events in the school yard or make trips to different places…(P1).

My classmates were really interested in me. On my first day, they asked me questions about my nationality, name etc. after learning that I was a foreigner. They shared with me course notes and explained to me the topics I couldn’t understand well in class…(S3).

Students and teachers can really be mean at times. We organized informative meetings for teachers on immigrant students. By cooperating with some NGOs and universities, we offered our teachers inclusive-education trainings…(P3).

Counselor teacher in our school is both quite accomplished and active in matters of psychological support. We ask for her support while still undergoing adaptation process…(T3).

Another problem experienced by immigrant students is domestic problems in their family. It was observed that due to financial burden, being forced to be the mom or dad at home due to loss of a parent or accommodation-related problems; some of the immigrant students could no longer continue school. In that sense it was detected in this study that for immigrant parents schools provided financial assistance, psychological support and language support; formed cooperation with several establishments; conducted house visits and selected delegate parent and all these efforts play a salient role in the inclusion of immigrant parents to education while helping them feel that school is a safe environment which can be trusted. Also it was monitored that practicing delegate parent model boosted communication with immigrant families. Participants’ views below this category named as Parental support are as reported below;

We paid visits to these students’ homes. We informed Turkish parents about immigrant families and motivated them to visit immigrant families at home to spark a sense of comfort and trust…(T3).

For a while, we offered financial assistance to immigrant families and next, we helped a student’s dad get a job…(T2).
My teacher found my dad a job and started to pay the rent of our home. Dad adapted a new perspective to school then and no longer had worries. Thanks to that, both me and my sibling can now continue education...(S3).

By cooperating with governmental and nongovernmental organizations we offered psychological support and financial assistance for families. Besides, we delegated an immigrant mother who could speak Turkish better than other moms to communicate with immigrant families and thanks to this delegate mom, we managed to reach and contact immigrant parents, sent our donations easily, included these families to education and helped them feel at peace...(P1).

As we were aware of the language problem of families, we offered language courses for these families...(P3).

When I started school first, they took me and my family to a healthcare institute where we got physical examination. Throughout the period we were there, they said we were more than welcome to use all services freely…(S2).

**Subtheme 3: Immigrant Students’ Efforts**

Immigrant students were asked the question; “In order to speed up adaptation process, what are the efforts you make?”. Codes that were formed as a result of the analysis on obtained responses can be seen in Table 5.

**Table 5. Immigrant Students’ Efforts in Adaptation Process**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtheme</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Immigrant Students’ Efforts | Academic | • Asking for support from teachers  
• Peer communication to boost language development  
• Active participation in extracurricular supplementary practices |
| Cultural | • Communication with teachers and school principal  
• Willingness to adapt to cultural variances of the host school and society |
| Social | • Active participation in organized events and activities  
• Initiating conversation with native peers/responding positively to an initiated talk  
• Initiating conversation with other immigrant students |
| Domestic | • Teaching Turkish language to parents  
• Playing an active role in parent-school communication |
Socialization theory asserts that adaptation process can attain success through mutual efforts of both parties. Within that context it was aimed to detect the efforts made by immigrant students having completed adaptation process with success. Obtained responses in the conducted interviews were coded which were categorized below four titles as; academic effort, cultural effort, social effort, domestic effort.

Responses of immigrant students who stated that they were eager to learn Turkish and adapt to lessons with no delay can be defined as academic efforts in adaptation process. Participants’ views in this category are as below;

To learn the language of my host nation, I was trying to converse with friends all the time and soon after I started to be understood by listeners... (S8).

During lesson break, I was asking about clarification to course teachers on the unclear topics for me... (S3).

Immigrant students reported their willingness and motivation to adapt to school and society, Turkish culture, school and society rules better. Participants’ views in this category, which is named as cultural effort, are as below listed;

I participated in meeting events and in such occasions I had a chance to introduce my own culture and also to learn more about Turkish culture... (S6).

Immigrant students stated that they put efforts to make friends, mingle with peers, be a group member and expedite adaptation process. Participants’ views in this category named as immigrant students’ social effort are as shown below;

I realized that I had the similar music taste with two friends sitting near my chair. That gave me encouragement and made it easier for us to become friends... (S3).

There was another immigrant student in class and it helped me feel more confident. I was introduced to everyone during the meeting events held in our classroom. One week later there was class presidency election and I was one of the candidates... (S5).

Helping immigrant families to feel themselves secure, trusting to school, supporting their kids’ education play a significant role in ensuring students’ academic, cultural and social adaptation. Immigrant students have undertaken greater responsibility to motivate their families learn the language, adapt quickly to society and participate more to trainings so that families could adapt to society better. Participants’ views below this category named as Domestic effort can be seen below;

My family also undergoes the same language problem like me and I try to teach them the language to the best of my knowledge... (S4).

When my parents need to talk to teachers or school principal, I try to translate as much as I can... (S7).
Conclusion and Discussion

The aim of this research is to detect problems faced by immigrant students in school adaptation process and efforts made by immigrant students and schools to ensure adaptation while also listing the qualities required by defining the nature of an immigrant-friendly school. Within that scope the topic was examined within the framework of the theory of organizational socialization and analogies were drawn regarding to an immigrant-friendly society, city and hospital. In addition interviews were held to collect research findings among a sampling composed of eight immigrant students from different nationalities, five teachers and five school principals.

In accordance with research findings, definition of an immigrant-friendly school can be outlined such; “An academic establishment putting in effort to expedite successful adaptation of immigrant students to school and society and solve the problems experienced in adaptation process.” In a school with immigrant-friendly nature there is academic, social, cultural and domestic support given to immigrant students to help them adapt to school and society; hence there is a minimum level of adaptation problems among immigrant students. In that sense by referring to research findings, qualities of an immigrant-friendly school were specified and displayed as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Qualities of an Immigrant-Friendly School
As seen in Figure 4 qualities of an immigrant-friendly school can be outlined as below;

✓ Security; Physical, social, emotional and psychological security of immigrant students is secured and these students feel themselves safe at school.

✓ Social Participation; Required opportunities and events to help socialize immigrant students are diversified.

✓ Equality; Without discrimination immigrant students are all provided with the same means for equal access to every process and activity held at school.

✓ Cultural Interaction; In order to expedite cultural interaction between host students and immigrant students and allow immigrant students’ adaptation to host culture, a myriad of events are organized.

✓ Acceptance; With all the traits and features they possess, immigrant students are unconditionally accepted by host students and school personnel and by exercising a culture of tolerance, they are integrated to peer groups, classroom setting and school environment.

✓ Access; Efforts are made to solve the problems that block immigrant students’ access to education.

✓ Financial assistance; Financial assistance is provided to immigrant students and families.

✓ Family Participation; Efforts are made to hold activities which involve parents to ensure that immigrant families communicate more with the teachers and parents in host country and to render support for students’ academic, social and cultural adaptation.

✓ Academic Support; In order to help immigrant students learn the language and boost academic success, extracurricular activities are planned.

✓ Psychological Support; Offering practices that render psychological support for immigrant students and parents.

Findings have demonstrated that in the process of school adaptation, immigrant students experience language and culture difference, academic failure, difficulty in social relations, financial troubles, ostracization, loss of a parent, obligation to be the breadwinner at home, housing problems which are grouped below the categories of academic, cultural, social and domestic. In literature same problems have also been reported by other researchers (Albornoz et al., 2018; Bossavie, 2018; Farre et al., 2018; Hu and Wu, 2020; Jensen, 2015; Schiff, 2008). It is quite normal that problems are expected for any individual when entering a foreign setting of which language and cultu-
re is enigma. Theory of organizational socialization mandates that to overcome these problems, both the school and students are obliged to make efforts. Findings show that during socialization process schools mostly prefer socialization tactics listed as personal, informal and random tactics. That being said, it can be argued that in adaptation process schools opt for personal and random efforts rather than implementing planned, systematic and group-based efforts. As a result it is witnessed that immigrant students’ adaptation to school and society is delayed.

According to research findings, in order to complete adaptation process in success and offer solutions to problems seen in adaptation process, schools put in efforts within the categories of academic, cultural, social and parental support. Provided services below these categories are; language course, extracurricular academic support, printed materials in native language, employing a translator teacher, meeting events, sports activities, psychological support, peer support, trainings for the host members of school, financial assistance for the parents etc. and these efforts are reported to be identical with researches in literature (Cardoza, 2019; Konings, 2017; Lander, 2018; Manzoni & Rolfe, 2019). It has been observed that through these efforts immigrant students’ academic success and parents’ involvement with education climbed whereas immigrant family’ problems in adaptation to society went down.

To ensure that organizational socialization is completed in success, there is need for both organizational efforts and personal efforts. In that context efforts made by immigrant students in their adaptation process were examined. Findings were examined below four categories as academic effort, cultural effort, social effort and domestic effort. Accordingly, in and outside of class hours immigrant students communicate with teachers and school principals and feel eager to partake in organized events, act courageously in interacting with native peers and other immigrant students and play an active role in teaching the language to their parents and asking them to participate in trainings. As exhibited by these findings, immigrant students who put sufficient efforts in adaptation process are much quicker in adapting to the school and society. This research finding is congruent with the theory of organizational socialization.

As efforts of school and immigrant students were analyzed together, it was seen that these efforts mostly accumulated in academic and social category. That finding can be related to the assumption that once problems in these two categories are solved, problems in other categories could automatically be solved. Indeed it was observed that immigrant students mostly repeated their language problem and exclusion from peer groups and paid more heeds to academic and social problems ongoing. Therefore, witnessing that both the school and students put more efforts in academic and social category is on the same line with existing problems.

Findings demonstrate that immigrant students hold expectations from schools to make greater efforts. Having felt valuable though these efforts, students also recognize...
the fact that these efforts work well in expediting their adaptation to school. Within that context the most noteworthy finding of the research is that interviewed immigrant students demand to get in touch with other immigrant students at school and ask the school management to enable their interaction with other immigrant peers. Thanks to these practices, immigrant students feel more relaxed and confident. That sense of comfort could be that the moment immigrant students realize that there are other people undergoing the same experiences with them in the same environment and communicate with these students, they would solve problems more quickly and confide their troubles to these students who, they believed, could understand them much better than others.

School efforts obtained from conducted interviews and literature review play a vital role in being an immigrant-friendly school. Accordingly, to exemplify the efforts that an immigrant-friendly school should make, obtained findings have been provided in Table 6.
Table 6. Examples of Academic, Cultural, Social and Domestic Support at Immigrant Friendly Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Academic</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cultural</strong></th>
<th><strong>Social</strong></th>
<th><strong>Domestic</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Including in projects that require assuming responsibility</td>
<td>• Preparing promotional materials in native-language that introduce school and school rules and host society</td>
<td>• Employing translator teacher</td>
<td>• Holding periodical events that enable all parents in a classroom/school form interaction and communication; breakfast programs etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Printing course materials in native-language</td>
<td>• Posting informative texts and statements in native-language to different areas at school</td>
<td>• Conducting periodical, planned and systematic meetings</td>
<td>• Organizing humanistic-values based trainings for parents in host country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distributing immigrant students in equal numbers to classrooms</td>
<td>• Preparing promotional materials in native-language that introduce school and school rules and host society</td>
<td>• Holding events to facilitate interaction among immigrant students themselves</td>
<td>• Opening language courses and vocational courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Learning and using statements in immigrant students’ own language by teachers</td>
<td>• Providing books in native-language in school library</td>
<td>• Organizing humanistic-values based activities and trainings for students in host society</td>
<td>• Financial support through their own budget or benefactors, NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In extracurricular hours organizing language course and supplementary trainings for lessons</td>
<td>• Trainings and cultural awareness raising events for host members at school</td>
<td>• Organizing sports activities, trips, festivals in which immigrant students can take an active role</td>
<td>• Giving psychosocial support through cooperating with state foundations and NGOs,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In extracurricular hours organizing native language course</td>
<td>• Holding promotional events for the members of host society to introduce immigrant students’ language and culture</td>
<td>• Including immigrant students to extracurricular club activities.</td>
<td>• By cooperating with healthcare institutes providing access to healthcare services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Conducting exams in native-language.</td>
<td>• Introducing school region via physical trips etc.</td>
<td>• Employing immigrant teachers.</td>
<td>• House visits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

- Financial support through their own budget or benefactors, NGOs
- Giving psychosocial support through cooperating with state foundations and NGOs, 
- By cooperating with healthcare institutes providing access to healthcare services
- House visits
- Appointing delegate parents to set the bridge with immigrant parents
Another finding of the research presents that school principals and teachers gave their approval to undergo immigrant-friendly school audits and certification process on a voluntary basis by following preset criteria. Yet, in addition to certification, participants suggested getting financial aids so that they would hold greater means of activities for immigrant students at schools. This finding of the research can be interpreted such; a mandatory immigrant-friendly school certification process would result in unforeseen effects. In addition it is realized that there is need for financial support so as to enrich adaptation efforts of immigrant-friendly schools.

In conclusion, as we analyze the increasing number of immigrants each day and problems faced by immigrant students at schools, it becomes more vital to prioritize the role of immigrant-friendly schools in adaptation process to school and society. Immigrant-friendly schools symbolize academic settings where immigrant students feel themselves safe like home; where immigrant families are treated as a whole and solutions are offered to their problems and in which immigrant students are supported in terms of academic, cultural, social and domestic aspects. Through their efforts immigrant-friendly schools can allow immigrant students and parent to be valued and protected at school and society and by motivating them to exhibit their true potential, these schools will let them offer contribution to community, be joyful and unite with host society. From this point of view it can be suggested to school principals and teachers to acknowledge the significance of efforts that immigrant -friendly schools would make in socialization process; thus make the required efforts to achieve smooth adaptation of immigrant students to society and school. By paying heed to increasingly-growing mobility of immigrants globewide, policy-makers should value the role of immigrant-friendly schools and implement actions to evaluate the programs immigrant-friendly schools for certification process.
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